SONIXNET VPN RENTAL ROUTER SERVICE
What is SonixNet VPN?
SonixNet VPN is a fast and secure Open VPN system that connects you
to major locations around the world.

※ VAT (10%) not included

Name of Applicant
Home Address

Data usage is unlimited. Best for streaming online video contents!
A configured VPN Wi-Fi router is provided for rental (no purchase
required and no hidden fees). Connect your network media players to
the VPN Wi-Fi to connect to our overseas server. SonixNet VPN is the
easiest way to access video streaming services and other online
content from overseas on your Apple TV and Roku.
Technical support by phone / email / remote access is available by
Assist Solutions.

Phone
Email
Choose region:

(Server location and monthly fee shown below)

UK

USA
SF: 2,500

London: 3,500

JPY

JPY

* Activation fee of 3,000 JPY / unit applies separately upon sign-up.

Notes
The activation month (day of sign-up to the end of the month) is FREE of the monthly fee. Regular billing
starts on the 1st of the following month. A one-time activation fee (3,000 JPY / unit) applies separately.
The SonixNet VPN Rental Router Service is an internet service. TV subscriptions are not included. Such TV
subscriptions and other additional services are to be managed by the applicant, and Assist Solutions bears
no responsibility over any issues related to the said services.
Assist Solutions does not guarantee or bear any responsibility over the unblocking of any websites or the
quality of the streaming/browsing.
Illegal P2P activity over the SonixNet VPN connection is strictly prohibited. Abusers can be detected and
prosecuted.
Each router is dedicated to accessing one region only. To have access to multiple regions, subscriptions to
each designated router is required.
Upon cancellation of the service, a request by email or phone is required at least 10 business days prior to
the desired date of removal, and a completed cancellation form is due by the 25th of the month of
cancellation. Fee of the final month will not be prorated (full charge of the monthly fee). The cancellation
procedure is completed when Assist Solutions receives the returned rental router. A failure to return the
router and all of its accessories (AC adapter) can result in a compensation penalty of 10,000 JPY / unit.

Choose method of delivery:

Sagawa Express (free shipping)
Apply by 3PM to receive your package the next day!
Setup is relatively simple – just connect the VPN router with your regular Wi-Fi router. English instruction sheet included.

Assist Solutions Onsite Technical Support

15,000 JPY 7,500 JPY

A tech staff will bring the rental router to offer in-home assistance with the setup.

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION

Credit card number:
Credit card type:

Expiry date:

Name on credit card:
Assist Solutions Corp.
3F Azabu Maruka Bldg., 3-8-2 Higashi-Azabu, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-0044
TEL: 0120-660-470 (toll free/Mon-Fri/10-6) / FAX: 050-3737-7838
Email: info@asolutions.co.jp

Signature

Date of Application
(MM/DD/YYYY)

50% special discount
for new subscribers!

